
NEWS AND VIEWS..................................................
We’ll who’d have thought it - 50 issues! Bill and I didn’t think 

about how long it might last back in 2003, but here we are. To all those 
who’ve been in touch over the years – thanks! For all the kind words and 
encouragement –thanks! To my son Tim and his colleagues  - thanks for all 
the Dispatch layouts (and  the website design and ‘face book’ start up!).  
Here’s to the next fifty.

Few points from the last issue; those videos on the ‘MG Channel’ on 
‘YouTube’ were made in 1986/87 in the USA – thanks to Bud Conn via Mike 
Goodwin for this - worth a look if you haven’t done so already. The piece 
about the springs and what R.S.G. might stand for – it is actually B.S.G. and 
stands for ‘British Spring Group’ and are still going albeit now owned by 
Owen Springs. They have a website www.British-Springs.co.uk . Thanks to 
John James for this info.

John Emmett has answered the question on cylinder head thicknesses 
and he tells me-

‘The Morris Minor head was 3.550 inches deep originally, and the MG 
version was 3.500 inches deep with an MG marking on the top bed. You 
can shave off about 0.100 inch before the water ways get too thin, so 
pure height could be confusing. I guess a sign of shaving a head would be 
slightly squished up dynamo drive ring. I don’t think that there are any 
other differences, so maybe MG owners were expected to afford better 
petrol’.

As I write this paragraph I am just back from Stoneleigh (MG/Triumph 
Spares day 21st February)  – they’d promised better traffic management 
and two entrances after last year’s fiasco for some and I must say I got 
in alright albeit I arrived well before 9.00. I met no less than four other D 
owners there but as usual, in the last few years, not much for pre-war cars 
apart from the usual dealers.

 There is an MG era day at Brooklands in Weybridge, Surrey on April 
10th, the museum is worth a visit as is Mercedes World adjoining! Do let 
me know if you are running your D on ‘Drive it Day’ on April 24th – ideally 
with a picture after!

MG Live at Silverstone is on 4th and 5th of June this year but the D 
Group’s big push is for PreWar Prescott on July 16th.  .We plan to have the 
Group’s marquee up in its usual place and hope to get as many Ds there 
as possible especially a few C style ones! I know I say it every year but if 
anyone needs information on accommodation nearby (by the way many 
people camp on site now from Friday) or safe parking, do get in touch. If 
you haven’t been yet you really are missing out. See www.prewarprescott.
com for entry forms and further information.

BITS AND PIECES....................................................
Way back in Dispatch 15 I mentioned Remax parts as an alternative to 

Lucas and listed some part numbers applicable to the D. Well a company 
I’ve recommended before is the Green Spark Plug company and now they 
are official distributors for new Remax items. Green’s don’t just do spark 
plugs they do all sorts of items to do with ignition, wiring, fuel pumps etc.  
See their website www.gsparkplug.com and their ebay shop! Good to see 
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the new Remax boxes are still in the old style – some pictures of them are 
on page 2 of Dispatch 17 but here are 3 I still have.

A few months ago I found out that there is another identity check 
possible for the D, besides the front chassis knuckle, the guarantee plate 
and the bonnet hinge, is that on the back of the dash board!  Not easy to 
see of course when fitted and probably only proves that the dashboard was 
made to fit each car but interesting to see none the less!  Most dashboards 
by now have been replaced or heavily repaired but I’m lucky to have the 
original for D0464 albeit in 2 pieces and not actually in the car.

The number stamping is shown herewith. Presumably the ‘7’ is either 
the batch or the chap who made/fitted it number.

Over winter I had the D gearbox for D0464 rebuilt by Mark Sellick 
of Vintage and Classic Transmissions (mentioned before in Dispatch 32) 
and very good it is to. It came back looking absolutely brand new with 
several new parts fitted from stock or made. I posted some pictures on our 
facebook page but here are a few for this edition.



Mark can be contacted by email  mark.msvcc@gmail.com and his website 
is worth looking at for further details, and at least two new parts for M/D 
gearboxes are listed – www.spanglefish.com/vintageandclassictransmissions  
but do ask as he has a lot of ‘new old stock’ for several  gearbox types.

Talking of gearboxes has anyone got a D remote gear change surplus to 
requirements? I’ve had a request from a chap in Italy who wants one for his 
M Type. I can put you in touch. 

In fact any surplus parts you have suitable for D types are always 
welcome – just let me know!

WHICH D IS IT?........................................................
Carlo Schmitz has kindly sent in these pictures he took way back in 

1994/95 at Techno Classica in Essen, Germany. From the year mentioned, 
1931, Carlo says this must be a D chassis car but which one? 

Unfortunately not enough for the D Group files to go on but maybe 
the dark and light blue paintwork will jog someone’s mind? Or can anyone 
make out who the dealer is from the price card, they might still have some 
record of where it went; a long shot I know but not that long ago in the 
scheme of things.

PN SPEEDOMETER..................................................
We are indebted to Sam Christie for this insight into the workings and 

repair of the PN speedometer:
Over the years I have learned to fear the inner workings of the 

speedometer and never to open one. Recently I was given a Smiths PN 
speedometer which rattled when shaken while the needle wobbled about 
at random as a few almost microscopic ball bearings rolled about behind 
the glass. 

The 'PN' is  fitted to several cars of the early 1930's including the MG 
D-type. The Smiths PN 0-80 was also fitted to the Austin 10 about 1933 
and is thankfully 'relatively' common.

A friend, who has experience of these matters, insisted that fixing the 
speedometer would probably only entail new ball bearings and it would be 
more fiddly than difficult and I should have a go. The advice was in essence, 
don't break anything and don't loose anything. I reasoned, if I got lost but 
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have you joined yet?...

The D Group is sub group within 

the MMM Register and is not trying to 

replace membership of any other club. 

The intention is to give owners a direct 

link for their model only in an effort 

to help preserve and foster the few 

that are left. Initially we intend creat-

ing a file of all known survivors, hold-

ing a fuller history for each, hopefully  

complete with current photos. We know 

many D chassis have been made into 

replicas of other models but the exist-

ence of the chassis is the important 

point.

We also know there are quite a 

number are in the process of being 

restored and the intention is to cre-

ate a technical forum for originality 

issues and look into the possible pro-

duction of parts which are D only and  

unobtainable.

Whether or not we can get to a point 

of having our own parking spot at major 

MG events or indeed our own event 

remains to be seen!

It is hoped that all correspondence, 

and the distribution of this occasional 

‘Dispatch”, will be by e-mail, thereby 

avoiding postal charges and any  

subscriptions.

If you wish to join and have  

no form, just e-mail or phone either 

person below! We sincerely look  

forward to hearing from you.

technical Questions...

The early cars were supposedly  

fitted with vacuum windscreen wiper 

motors.
Does anyone know how and where 

the tubing was joined on to the  

manifold?

 Also can anyone confirm that the 

motor fitted was the Lucas 5.1/2 inch 

(140 mm) wide one with patent no. 

161075 stamped on it?

 Final point is anyone actually using 

one!

originality issue..........

 The standard body was made by 

Carbodies of Coventry and a numbered 

maker’s plate was apparently fixed 

behind the petrol cap door. Can any-

one confirm the exact position and is 

the current replacement Carbodies plate 

that is now available the correct size?

did you know?..............

Here are a few facts and figures 

regarding the D. You can find out your 

original body type and colour scheme of 

course from the MMM Register.

Body Types: Tourers 204

 Coupes 39

 Jarvis 2 

  Stiles 3

 Files Missing 2

  250

Tourer Colour Schemes:

First colour is body, second is uphol-

stery and wheels

Black/Red  47            

Black/Brown   10                

Black/Blue         14

Black/Green            15            

Black/Grey         3                

Duo-tone Green    19

Duo-tone Blue   8             

Duo-tone Grey     7               

Duo-tone Red    6

Duo-tone Brown     4             

Ulster Green       2                

Old Ivory/Brown  4

Old Ivory/Light Fawn 3

And one of each of the following 

colour schemes:

Biscuit,  Dublin Green,  Dublin Green/

Old Ivory,  Suede Grey,  Rich Red/Black,  

Old Ivory/Apple Green,  Carmine/Paripan 

Red,  All Black,  White/Black/Red,  Two 

Rich Reds/White,  Black/Brown/Cream.

On the duo-tone cars the darker 

shade was on the wings (mudguards) 

and the lighter shade was on the rest 

of the body and wheels, the upholstery 

was usually in the darker shade.

Sadly, we believe no coupes survive, 

but for the record their colour schemes 

were:
Black/Red      6       

Black/grey           4          

Black/Green             11

Black/Brown                6       

Black/Blue           3           

Duo-tone Green         3

Duo-tone Grey             2        

Duo-tone Blue      1          

Duo-tone Red             1

Old Ivory/Brown         1       

Unknown              1  

news and views.............

Plans are in hand to produce a  

period style souvenir booklet just on 

the D Type for distribution next year. 

Amongst other things we hope to 

include are reprints of the few articles 

that have appeared on the D over the 

years. Other interesting snippets and 

pictures are also being gathered. If you 

have, or know of anything that could, or 

should, be included please let us know!

The Group also intend producing an 

A4 black and white print and to have it 

on offer early in the new year - watch 

this space!
Not another badge? If anyone feels 

that a car badge for the D Group would 

be a worthwhile addition please let us 

know - with or without a design!

did you also 

know..................

That amongst the items 

for sale from the MGCC 

MMM Library is a reprint of 

the Instruction Summary 

leaflet, on card, that was 

issued to all new Ds. If you 

haven’t got an original this 

is nice item for the door 

pocket!

still had all the bits I could always ask an expert to take over.
On eBay I found "Ball bearings 1.588mm (1/16") qty 20 hardened 

chrome steel.Bikes/crafts/jewellery" and bought 100 at about 10 pence 
each including postage (they can be found for less).

With my friend's hints on how to do it I managed to get the 
speedometer apart and back together with a full set of new bearings and 
to my amazement it works! 

A special tool can be bought to remove the needle but 
a fork can be used to gently lever it off. The tip of a hot 
soldering iron can help loosen little screws.

I used 'self closing tweezers' to lift the ball 
bearings (a big help) and stuck them into the races 
with a general purpose grease using a pointed 
match stick to manipulate them. I also used a 
set of little screwdrivers and the right size for 
each screw (set I bought in a Pound Shop).

The smaller top 'race' is held in a brass block 
which can be loosened off and then tightened down to adjust end float - 
the race screws in and out and the slotted back is accessible (just about) 
close to the trip number discs. This adjustment is crucial. I simply put in as 
many balls as would fit (there is a correct number) and after setting in the 
governor with care I adjusted the end float to what seemed secure but not 
excessively tight and it seems to work.  I worked on a white tray bought 
from Ikea (£4.50) which has a wooden surround so no parts (especially the 
minute ball bearings) could roll off the table.

I have never tried this before but it seems, if you do not loose any 
parts and do no damage, with a calm approach it should work out. I found 
taking pictures as I went along very useful (in a good soft light) with the 
digital camera set to 'macro' taking time to ensure the pictures were clear 
and sharp.

As you can see, a new face could help but I quite like the slightly faded 
look. I prefer not to zero the mileage but someone else had been there first.

DISPATCH ONE TO FIFTY......................................
In case you’re missing any of the previous forty nine issues remember 

they can be downloaded from our website. Just go to ‘Dispatch’ on the 
menu on www.mgdgroup.org and select any you need! Happy reading!
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